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et en champs s~mantiques (p. 20). Dans les pages qui suivent, il 
d~veloppe, pour ces diff&ents champs, un plan tr~s vaste, qu'il 
n'a sans doute pas r~.ussi ~ r6aliser enti~rement dans le corps de 
son ouvrage. On n'en sera que plus satisfait qu'il ait pr~ch~ d'exem- 
pie en nous d~crivant, avec tant de precision, ce que repr~sente 
pour lui le contenu du champ conceptuel de la beaut~. 

Universitd Libre d'A msterdam L. GESCHIERE 

Dr. W. KAPER, Kindevsprach[orschung mit Hil[e des Kindes. 
Einige Erscheinungen der kindlichen Sprachenverbung 
erldutert im Lichte des vom Kinde gezeig_te_n l.~__eresses ['.d.r 
Sprachliches. J. B. Wolters, Groningen (Holland) 1959, 
244 p . -  [ 14.50. 

Since the famous book of the Sterns the study of the development 
of language in children made an important progress. Psychologists 
as well as philologists and neurologists took greater interest in the 
subject than even before. The contribution of psychologists to 
the field of linguistics has often been somewhat controversial for 
the simple reason that their lack of linguistic understanding gave 
rise to various inadequacies (phonetic notation, lack of knowledge 
of phonology, grammar and syntax, etc.). On the other hand there 
were many gaps in the linguist's understanding of the psychological 
meaning of certain phenomena. When we think, however, how 
this problem of competence in both fields has been solved, the 
names of excellent scholars who developed the dual skill and 
knowledge in linguistics and in psychology come to our mind. 
Stern himself was an example of a psychologist, another is Karl 
Biihler or R.~v~sz. Head and Goldste;in made their approach from 
the neurological side, whereas Leopold, Gr~goire, Reichling and 
J akobson started from linguistics. The impact of this convergent 
movement towards the study of language is felt in different sectors 
of the field: the study of speech disorders as experiments of nature 
with language was undertaken as well by Head and Goldstein as 
by S akobson, the study of the esoteric language of deM children 
(Tervoort) is inconceivable without the preceding work of Reichling, 
the effect of bilingualism on the linguistic development of children 
(Leopold) is based on a thorough knowledge of general linguistics, 
etc. 
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In none of these studies however we find Dr. Kaper's point of 
view" the child's comments on his own linLaistic utterances. The 
psychologist would be interested in a discussion of the author 
with Snijder's book on Sd/criticism and Sd/correction in young 
chiMren (Utrecht 1946). 

The main body of his material consists of the language produced 
by two children over a period of six years. In this way the author 
collected vMuable evidence. The greater bulk of Dr. Kaper's 
collection remains unpublished, as it is composed of all the children's 
utterances withou~ any comment on it by themselves. It is only 
to be hoped that the author of this sound piece of work will have 
an opportunity to make this collection as a whole accessible to 
the interested student. 

The author's main interest is in two questions: sentence con- 
struction and the unintentional influence of the adult on this 
process. Both of tqem in the light of the child's comments on his 
own utterances. It is proved that  the spoken language of adults 
on word order and oil other characteristics of children's sentences 
has been generally underestimated. The invitation of correc, tion or 
a new word to be offered implicit in tile question of a child is 
analysed here more elaborately than in any other study of this 
kind. The attention for what other pec~i,le say in their own conver- 
sation is also studied. 

Through the whole book the development of the child language 
through his own active participation becomes clear. For the linguist 
it is of particular importance to see the syntax of the language 
become a systematic unit. The differentiation in the meaning of 
words in the way Jakobson describes it as a step-by-step progress 
is well demonstrated also. 

In the matter  of reading, writing, spelling the author would 
have found a wealth of information in Vliegenthart's book (Op 
Gespannen Voet. Over kinderen met lees- en spellingsmoeilijk- 
heden. Utrecht 1958. - On strained terms. Children's difficulties 
with reading and spelling). An interesting analysis of the impact 
of reading on speaking concludes this informative and intelligent 
book. 
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